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2.a: Login or register first

in order to access the database you must login or
(the first time) register with your username

in both cases press the login button in the side
bar

which presents you the login screen

the first time click on the link "New registration to
public area" to register

in the registration form fill all fields including both
passwords and press register.
You will be able to change the registration info
later at any time using the "my account" button in
the side bar (when logged in)

at this point you are registered (and can login) in
the public workspace . . . but that won’t be very
useful to you since it contains only published
data (material from XMM-LSS)

I will notice your registration and add you to the
xxl workspace asap provided you are a known
member of the XXL collaboration: wait for
confirmation and if not e-mail me

from then on, perform all logins selecting the xxl
workspace in the appropriate menu



2.b: Login or register first

in order to access the database you must login or
(the first time) register with your username

in both cases press the login button in the side
bar

which presents you the login screen

the first time click on the link "New registration to
public area" to register

in the registration form fill all fields including both
passwords and press register.
You will be able to change the registration info
later at any time using the "my account" button in
the side bar (when logged in)

at this point you are registered (and can login) in
the public workspace . . . but that won’t be very
useful to you since it contains only published
data (material from XMM-LSS)

I will notice your registration and add you to the
xxl workspace asap provided you are a known
member of the XXL collaboration: wait for
confirmation and if not e-mail me

from then on, perform all logins selecting the xxl
workspace in the appropriate menu



2.c: Login or register first

in order to access the database you must login or
(the first time) register with your username

in both cases press the login button in the side
bar

which presents you the login screen

the first time click on the link "New registration to
public area" to register

in the registration form fill all fields including both
passwords and press register.
You will be able to change the registration info
later at any time using the "my account" button in
the side bar (when logged in)

at this point you are registered (and can login) in
the public workspace . . . but that won’t be very
useful to you since it contains only published
data (material from XMM-LSS)

I will notice your registration and add you to the
xxl workspace asap provided you are a known
member of the XXL collaboration: wait for
confirmation and if not e-mail me

from then on, perform all logins selecting the xxl
workspace in the appropriate menu



2.d: Login or register first

in order to access the database you must login or
(the first time) register with your username

in both cases press the login button in the side
bar

which presents you the login screen

the first time click on the link "New registration to
public area" to register

in the registration form fill all fields including both
passwords and press register.
You will be able to change the registration info
later at any time using the "my account" button in
the side bar (when logged in)

at this point you are registered (and can login) in
the public workspace . . . but that won’t be very
useful to you since it contains only published
data (material from XMM-LSS)

I will notice your registration and add you to the
xxl workspace asap provided you are a known
member of the XXL collaboration: wait for
confirmation and if not e-mail me

from then on, perform all logins selecting the xxl
workspace in the appropriate menu



2.e: Login or register first

in order to access the database you must login or
(the first time) register with your username

in both cases press the login button in the side
bar

which presents you the login screen

the first time click on the link "New registration to
public area" to register

in the registration form fill all fields including both
passwords and press register.
You will be able to change the registration info
later at any time using the "my account" button in
the side bar (when logged in)

at this point you are registered (and can login) in
the public workspace . . . but that won’t be very
useful to you since it contains only published
data (material from XMM-LSS)

I will notice your registration and add you to the
xxl workspace asap provided you are a known
member of the XXL collaboration: wait for
confirmation and if not e-mail me

from then on, perform all logins selecting the xxl
workspace in the appropriate menu



2.f: Login or register first

in order to access the database you must login or
(the first time) register with your username

in both cases press the login button in the side
bar

which presents you the login screen

the first time click on the link "New registration to
public area" to register

in the registration form fill all fields including both
passwords and press register.
You will be able to change the registration info
later at any time using the "my account" button in
the side bar (when logged in)

at this point you are registered (and can login) in
the public workspace . . . but that won’t be very
useful to you since it contains only published
data (material from XMM-LSS)

I will notice your registration and add you to the
xxl workspace asap provided you are a known
member of the XXL collaboration: wait for
confirmation and if not e-mail me

from then on, perform all logins selecting the xxl
workspace in the appropriate menu



2.g: Login or register first

in order to access the database you must login or
(the first time) register with your username

in both cases press the login button in the side
bar

which presents you the login screen

the first time click on the link "New registration to
public area" to register

in the registration form fill all fields including both
passwords and press register.
You will be able to change the registration info
later at any time using the "my account" button in
the side bar (when logged in)

at this point you are registered (and can login) in
the public workspace . . . but that won’t be very
useful to you since it contains only published
data (material from XMM-LSS)

I will notice your registration and add you to the
xxl workspace asap provided you are a known
member of the XXL collaboration: wait for
confirmation and if not e-mail me

from then on, perform all logins selecting the xxl
workspace in the appropriate menu



2.h: Login or register first

in order to access the database you must login or
(the first time) register with your username

in both cases press the login button in the side
bar

which presents you the login screen

the first time click on the link "New registration to
public area" to register

in the registration form fill all fields including both
passwords and press register.
You will be able to change the registration info
later at any time using the "my account" button in
the side bar (when logged in)

at this point you are registered (and can login) in
the public workspace . . . but that won’t be very
useful to you since it contains only published
data (material from XMM-LSS)

I will notice your registration and add you to the
xxl workspace asap provided you are a known
member of the XXL collaboration: wait for
confirmation and if not e-mail me

from then on, perform all logins selecting the xxl
workspace in the appropriate menu



2.i: Login or register first

in order to access the database you must login or
(the first time) register with your username

in both cases press the login button in the side
bar

which presents you the login screen

the first time click on the link "New registration to
public area" to register

in the registration form fill all fields including both
passwords and press register.
You will be able to change the registration info
later at any time using the "my account" button in
the side bar (when logged in)

at this point you are registered (and can login) in
the public workspace . . . but that won’t be very
useful to you since it contains only published
data (material from XMM-LSS)

I will notice your registration and add you to the
xxl workspace asap provided you are a known
member of the XXL collaboration: wait for
confirmation and if not e-mail me

from then on, perform all logins selecting the xxl
workspace in the appropriate menu



3.a: Tables in the XXL workspace

after login you are shown the Tables tab

the topmost two categories are the real XXL data
you will be interested to work on. They are
physical tables.

the next category are provided as demo and are
published (XLSS) or unpublished (2XLSS)
XMM-LSS catalogues (virtual tables including
multi − λ data)

the bottommost category (jan and nov) are the
physical tables underlying the catalogues and
are provided as demo too.
The latter two categories may be removed in the
future at short notice.



3.b: Tables in the XXL workspace

after login you are shown the Tables tab

the topmost two categories are the real XXL data
you will be interested to work on. They are
physical tables.

the next category are provided as demo and are
published (XLSS) or unpublished (2XLSS)
XMM-LSS catalogues (virtual tables including
multi − λ data)

the bottommost category (jan and nov) are the
physical tables underlying the catalogues and
are provided as demo too.
The latter two categories may be removed in the
future at short notice.



3.c: Tables in the XXL workspace

after login you are shown the Tables tab

the topmost two categories are the real XXL data
you will be interested to work on. They are
physical tables.

the next category are provided as demo and are
published (XLSS) or unpublished (2XLSS)
XMM-LSS catalogues (virtual tables including
multi − λ data)

the bottommost category (jan and nov) are the
physical tables underlying the catalogues and
are provided as demo too.
The latter two categories may be removed in the
future at short notice.



3.d: Tables in the XXL workspace

after login you are shown the Tables tab

the topmost two categories are the real XXL data
you will be interested to work on. They are
physical tables.

the next category are provided as demo and are
published (XLSS) or unpublished (2XLSS)
XMM-LSS catalogues (virtual tables including
multi − λ data)

the bottommost category (jan and nov) are the
physical tables underlying the catalogues and
are provided as demo too.
The latter two categories may be removed in the
future at short notice.



3.e: Tables in the XXL workspace

you may select one, two or more tables ticking on
the tick box near the name

More than 2 tables will query them independently
in parallel

never use "on identifier match": is unsupported !

A query on two tables may show possible
correlation tables

always select an existing correlation table for a
correlated (and more efficient) query.
Uncorrelated queries will be very slow and shall
be used only when the query specifies the return
of very few objects.



3.f: Tables in the XXL workspace

you may select one, two or more tables ticking on
the tick box near the name

More than 2 tables will query them independently
in parallel

never use "on identifier match": is unsupported !

A query on two tables may show possible
correlation tables

always select an existing correlation table for a
correlated (and more efficient) query.
Uncorrelated queries will be very slow and shall
be used only when the query specifies the return
of very few objects.



3.g: Tables in the XXL workspace

you may select one, two or more tables ticking on
the tick box near the name

More than 2 tables will query them independently
in parallel

never use "on identifier match": is unsupported !

A query on two tables may show possible
correlation tables

always select an existing correlation table for a
correlated (and more efficient) query.
Uncorrelated queries will be very slow and shall
be used only when the query specifies the return
of very few objects.



3.h: Tables in the XXL workspace

you may select one, two or more tables ticking on
the tick box near the name

More than 2 tables will query them independently
in parallel

never use "on identifier match": is unsupported !

A query on two tables may show possible
correlation tables

always select an existing correlation table for a
correlated (and more efficient) query.
Uncorrelated queries will be very slow and shall
be used only when the query specifies the return
of very few objects.



3.i: Tables in the XXL workspace

you may select one, two or more tables ticking on
the tick box near the name

More than 2 tables will query them independently
in parallel

never use "on identifier match": is unsupported !

A query on two tables may show possible
correlation tables

always select an existing correlation table for a
correlated (and more efficient) query.
Uncorrelated queries will be very slow and shall
be used only when the query specifies the return
of very few objects.



3.j: Tables in the XXL workspace

you may select one, two or more tables ticking on
the tick box near the name

More than 2 tables will query them independently
in parallel

never use "on identifier match": is unsupported !

A query on two tables may show possible
correlation tables

always select an existing correlation table for a
correlated (and more efficient) query.
Uncorrelated queries will be very slow and shall
be used only when the query specifies the return
of very few objects.



3.k: Tables in the XXL workspace

to get information on a table click on its name
even if it is not selected yet !

that will open a new window with table notes and
in particular a list of all columns ordered by
category. There may be also additional
information inclusive of a link to the log file.

Clicking on a column name will display specific
column notes. The same notes may apply to a
family of similar columns.



3.l: Tables in the XXL workspace

to get information on a table click on its name
even if it is not selected yet !

that will open a new window with table notes and
in particular a list of all columns ordered by
category. There may be also additional
information inclusive of a link to the log file.

Clicking on a column name will display specific
column notes. The same notes may apply to a
family of similar columns.



3.m: Tables in the XXL workspace

to get information on a table click on its name
even if it is not selected yet !

that will open a new window with table notes and
in particular a list of all columns ordered by
category. There may be also additional
information inclusive of a link to the log file.

Clicking on a column name will display specific
column notes. The same notes may apply to a
family of similar columns.



3.n: Tables in the XXL workspace

to get information on a table click on its name
even if it is not selected yet !

that will open a new window with table notes and
in particular a list of all columns ordered by
category. There may be also additional
information inclusive of a link to the log file.

Clicking on a column name will display specific
column notes. The same notes may apply to a
family of similar columns.



3.o: Tables in the XXL workspace

to get information on a table click on its name
even if it is not selected yet !

that will open a new window with table notes and
in particular a list of all columns ordered by
category. There may be also additional
information inclusive of a link to the log file.

Clicking on a column name will display specific
column notes. The same notes may apply to a
family of similar columns.



3.p: Tables in the XXL workspace

to get information on a table click on its name
even if it is not selected yet !

that will open a new window with table notes and
in particular a list of all columns ordered by
category. There may be also additional
information inclusive of a link to the log file.

Clicking on a column name will display specific
column notes. The same notes may apply to a
family of similar columns.



3.q: Tables in the XXL workspace

to get information on a table click on its name
even if it is not selected yet !

that will open a new window with table notes and
in particular a list of all columns ordered by
category. There may be also additional
information inclusive of a link to the log file.

Clicking on a column name will display specific
column notes. The same notes may apply to a
family of similar columns.



3.r: Tables in the XXL workspace

to get information on a table click on its name
even if it is not selected yet !

that will open a new window with table notes and
in particular a list of all columns ordered by
category. There may be also additional
information inclusive of a link to the log file.

Clicking on a column name will display specific
column notes. The same notes may apply to a
family of similar columns.



4.a: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables



4.b: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

simple assisted queries allowing to select a set
of columns and simple (ANDed) conditions

advanced queries allowing usage of full mysql
syntax

a special query to retrieve all data in a table and
take it home, without any intermediate step.
I advise against this, and recommend using the
other queries which exploit better the database
capabilities



4.c: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

simple assisted queries allowing to select a set
of columns and simple (ANDed) conditions

advanced queries allowing usage of full mysql
syntax

a special query to retrieve all data in a table and
take it home, without any intermediate step.
I advise against this, and recommend using the
other queries which exploit better the database
capabilities



4.d: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

simple assisted queries allowing to select a set
of columns and simple (ANDed) conditions

advanced queries allowing usage of full mysql
syntax

a special query to retrieve all data in a table and
take it home, without any intermediate step.
I advise against this, and recommend using the
other queries which exploit better the database
capabilities



4.e: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

To perform a simple query click the relevant tab.

This will lead to a new form with several tabs,
allowing to enter special conditions. In particular
one shall always select the output columns and
should give some conditions.

Click the Output tab to access the form, which
allows to tick the columns which you want to
include in the output.

Column listing can be restricted by category
using the menu, and clicking on a column name
will lead to the usual window with column notes

Click the By parameter tab to access the form,
which allows to give conditions on specific
columns. All conditions are ANDed.

When the preparation of the query is complete,
submit it clicking the appropriate button.



4.f: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

To perform a simple query click the relevant tab.

This will lead to a new form with several tabs,
allowing to enter special conditions. In particular
one shall always select the output columns and
should give some conditions.

Click the Output tab to access the form, which
allows to tick the columns which you want to
include in the output.

Column listing can be restricted by category
using the menu, and clicking on a column name
will lead to the usual window with column notes

Click the By parameter tab to access the form,
which allows to give conditions on specific
columns. All conditions are ANDed.

When the preparation of the query is complete,
submit it clicking the appropriate button.



4.g: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

To perform a simple query click the relevant tab.

This will lead to a new form with several tabs,
allowing to enter special conditions. In particular
one shall always select the output columns and
should give some conditions.

Click the Output tab to access the form, which
allows to tick the columns which you want to
include in the output.

Column listing can be restricted by category
using the menu, and clicking on a column name
will lead to the usual window with column notes

Click the By parameter tab to access the form,
which allows to give conditions on specific
columns. All conditions are ANDed.

When the preparation of the query is complete,
submit it clicking the appropriate button.



4.h: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

To perform a simple query click the relevant tab.

This will lead to a new form with several tabs,
allowing to enter special conditions. In particular
one shall always select the output columns and
should give some conditions.

Click the Output tab to access the form, which
allows to tick the columns which you want to
include in the output.

Column listing can be restricted by category
using the menu, and clicking on a column name
will lead to the usual window with column notes

Click the By parameter tab to access the form,
which allows to give conditions on specific
columns. All conditions are ANDed.

When the preparation of the query is complete,
submit it clicking the appropriate button.



4.i: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

To perform a simple query click the relevant tab.

This will lead to a new form with several tabs,
allowing to enter special conditions. In particular
one shall always select the output columns and
should give some conditions.

Click the Output tab to access the form, which
allows to tick the columns which you want to
include in the output.

Column listing can be restricted by category
using the menu, and clicking on a column name
will lead to the usual window with column notes

Click the By parameter tab to access the form,
which allows to give conditions on specific
columns. All conditions are ANDed.

When the preparation of the query is complete,
submit it clicking the appropriate button.



4.j: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

To perform a simple query click the relevant tab.

This will lead to a new form with several tabs,
allowing to enter special conditions. In particular
one shall always select the output columns and
should give some conditions.

Click the Output tab to access the form, which
allows to tick the columns which you want to
include in the output.

Column listing can be restricted by category
using the menu, and clicking on a column name
will lead to the usual window with column notes

Click the By parameter tab to access the form,
which allows to give conditions on specific
columns. All conditions are ANDed.

When the preparation of the query is complete,
submit it clicking the appropriate button.



4.k: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

To perform a simple query click the relevant tab.

This will lead to a new form with several tabs,
allowing to enter special conditions. In particular
one shall always select the output columns and
should give some conditions.

Click the Output tab to access the form, which
allows to tick the columns which you want to
include in the output.

Column listing can be restricted by category
using the menu, and clicking on a column name
will lead to the usual window with column notes

Click the By parameter tab to access the form,
which allows to give conditions on specific
columns. All conditions are ANDed.

When the preparation of the query is complete,
submit it clicking the appropriate button.



4.l: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

To perform a simple query click the relevant tab.

This will lead to a new form with several tabs,
allowing to enter special conditions. In particular
one shall always select the output columns and
should give some conditions.

Click the Output tab to access the form, which
allows to tick the columns which you want to
include in the output.

Column listing can be restricted by category
using the menu, and clicking on a column name
will lead to the usual window with column notes

Click the By parameter tab to access the form,
which allows to give conditions on specific
columns. All conditions are ANDed.

When the preparation of the query is complete,
submit it clicking the appropriate button.



4.m: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

To perform a simple query click the relevant tab.

This will lead to a new form with several tabs,
allowing to enter special conditions. In particular
one shall always select the output columns and
should give some conditions.

Click the Output tab to access the form, which
allows to tick the columns which you want to
include in the output.

Column listing can be restricted by category
using the menu, and clicking on a column name
will lead to the usual window with column notes

Click the By parameter tab to access the form,
which allows to give conditions on specific
columns. All conditions are ANDed.

When the preparation of the query is complete,
submit it clicking the appropriate button.



4.n: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

To perform an advanced query click the relevant
tab.

This will lead to a new form which allows to enter
complex conditions, like OR conditions,
conditions involving expressions of columns,
creation of output columns which are
expressions of columns, accessing hidden
columns, sorting etc.
Of course this requires some familiarity with SQL.

Here too when the preparation of the query is
complete, submit it clicking the appropriate
button.



4.o: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

To perform an advanced query click the relevant
tab.

This will lead to a new form which allows to enter
complex conditions, like OR conditions,
conditions involving expressions of columns,
creation of output columns which are
expressions of columns, accessing hidden
columns, sorting etc.
Of course this requires some familiarity with SQL.

Here too when the preparation of the query is
complete, submit it clicking the appropriate
button.



4.p: Performing a query

There are three types of queries possible on one
or more tables

To perform an advanced query click the relevant
tab.

This will lead to a new form which allows to enter
complex conditions, like OR conditions,
conditions involving expressions of columns,
creation of output columns which are
expressions of columns, accessing hidden
columns, sorting etc.
Of course this requires some familiarity with SQL.

Here too when the preparation of the query is
complete, submit it clicking the appropriate
button.



5.a: Accessing the results of a query

The results of the last query are accessible from
this form. Consult the main help file for details

Among the various functions in particular one
can view the results on the screen or save them
to a file for later retrieval.

One can also access the associated data
products clicking on the appropriate link.

This will present a contracted tree of the kind of
data products available.

Clicking on the plus/minus markers one can
expand selectively a category and finally click on
the data product file to be retrieved

while clicking on the folder icon one accesses a
descriptive note for the specific data product.

http://cosmosdb.iasf-milano.inaf.it/XXL/help.jsp


5.b: Accessing the results of a query

The results of the last query are accessible from
this form. Consult the main help file for details

Among the various functions in particular one
can view the results on the screen or save them
to a file for later retrieval.

One can also access the associated data
products clicking on the appropriate link.

This will present a contracted tree of the kind of
data products available.

Clicking on the plus/minus markers one can
expand selectively a category and finally click on
the data product file to be retrieved

while clicking on the folder icon one accesses a
descriptive note for the specific data product.

http://cosmosdb.iasf-milano.inaf.it/XXL/help.jsp


5.c: Accessing the results of a query

The results of the last query are accessible from
this form. Consult the main help file for details

Among the various functions in particular one
can view the results on the screen or save them
to a file for later retrieval.

One can also access the associated data
products clicking on the appropriate link.

This will present a contracted tree of the kind of
data products available.

Clicking on the plus/minus markers one can
expand selectively a category and finally click on
the data product file to be retrieved

while clicking on the folder icon one accesses a
descriptive note for the specific data product.

http://cosmosdb.iasf-milano.inaf.it/XXL/help.jsp


5.d: Accessing the results of a query

The results of the last query are accessible from
this form. Consult the main help file for details

Among the various functions in particular one
can view the results on the screen or save them
to a file for later retrieval.

One can also access the associated data
products clicking on the appropriate link.

This will present a contracted tree of the kind of
data products available.

Clicking on the plus/minus markers one can
expand selectively a category and finally click on
the data product file to be retrieved

while clicking on the folder icon one accesses a
descriptive note for the specific data product.

http://cosmosdb.iasf-milano.inaf.it/XXL/help.jsp


5.e: Accessing the results of a query

The results of the last query are accessible from
this form. Consult the main help file for details

Among the various functions in particular one
can view the results on the screen or save them
to a file for later retrieval.

One can also access the associated data
products clicking on the appropriate link.

This will present a contracted tree of the kind of
data products available.

Clicking on the plus/minus markers one can
expand selectively a category and finally click on
the data product file to be retrieved

while clicking on the folder icon one accesses a
descriptive note for the specific data product.

http://cosmosdb.iasf-milano.inaf.it/XXL/help.jsp


5.f: Accessing the results of a query

The results of the last query are accessible from
this form. Consult the main help file for details

Among the various functions in particular one
can view the results on the screen or save them
to a file for later retrieval.

One can also access the associated data
products clicking on the appropriate link.

This will present a contracted tree of the kind of
data products available.

Clicking on the plus/minus markers one can
expand selectively a category and finally click on
the data product file to be retrieved

while clicking on the folder icon one accesses a
descriptive note for the specific data product.

http://cosmosdb.iasf-milano.inaf.it/XXL/help.jsp


5.g: Accessing the results of a query

The results of the last query are accessible from
this form. Consult the main help file for details

Among the various functions in particular one
can view the results on the screen or save them
to a file for later retrieval.

One can also access the associated data
products clicking on the appropriate link.

This will present a contracted tree of the kind of
data products available.

Clicking on the plus/minus markers one can
expand selectively a category and finally click on
the data product file to be retrieved

while clicking on the folder icon one accesses a
descriptive note for the specific data product.

http://cosmosdb.iasf-milano.inaf.it/XXL/help.jsp


5.h: Accessing the results of a query

The results of the last query are accessible from
this form. Consult the main help file for details

Among the various functions in particular one
can view the results on the screen or save them
to a file for later retrieval.

One can also access the associated data
products clicking on the appropriate link.

This will present a contracted tree of the kind of
data products available.

Clicking on the plus/minus markers one can
expand selectively a category and finally click on
the data product file to be retrieved

while clicking on the folder icon one accesses a
descriptive note for the specific data product.
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That’s all ... enjoy !
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